
It is hard to 

believe that 

we are at the 

end of 2021 

and ready to 

close out the 

first semester 

of the school 

year. Our 

wonderful 

faculty and 

staff have cre-

ated dress-up 

themed days 

for the next 

12 days 

that has 

every-

one ex-

cited to 

finish 

the 

school 

year on a 

happy note. 

As we end 

2021, the 

counseling 

department 

is going to fo-

cus on con-

flict resolu-

tion and ways 

to effectively 

handle & ap-

proach con-

flict.   

Dear DRMS Parents & Guardians,  

Conflict is Inevitable   
Conflict is a part of our lives 

every day. It cannot be 

avoided, but  how we handle 

it is what makes the differ-

ence in the outcome. It is our 

goal as a counseling staff to 

teach your child to respond 

and not react to conflict.  

Our focus will be on giving 

students resources and 

ideas of ways to manage 

conflict in a healthy and 

appropriate way. Working 

together with parents and 

showing students con-

sistency both at home 

and at school with how 

to handle conflict will 

produce an environ-

ment conducive for 

learning.  

“Empathy is 
the key to 
negotiating 
and resolv-

ing conflict.” 
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successful adults that handle 

it appropriately.  

heat of it. If the adults in 

their lives are talking to 

them about how to handle 

conflict and are modeling 

the correct ways, then even-

tually they will learn how to 

properly respond. Your chil-

dren will encounter conflict 

for the rest of their lives. 

Give them the tools to be 

First and foremost, students 
need to recognize and admit 

when they are having a bad 
day. This is the most common 

cause of conflict at school. 
Usually one little thing 
changes the mood and sets the 

tone for the day. Awareness= 
power. When a child is aware 
they are in a vulnerable state 

they can work to prevent a re-

action and focus on a 
response.  Once conflict 

occurs, students should 
know how to appropri-

ately respond. This may 
mean separation from 
the conflict– taking a 

time out– this can mean taking 
deep breaths or even counting 
slowly, or this can mean effec-

tively communicating feelings.  

counselor will discuss the conflict 
that occurred and ways to handle 
it differently next time. Like we 
said, conflict is unavoidable, but 
students need to be taught how to 
handle it when it does occur. It is 
our hope that these mini meetings 
will allow students the opportunity 
to see the conflict from another 
lens and make improvements.  

The counseling staff wants to  help 
students that are not handling 
conflict well.  We offer In School 
Suspension for those students that 
are struggling following the guide-
lines and expectations. We have 
decided  any student that has 
earned ISS will have a mandatory 
five minute meeting with a coun-
selor. During these meetings the 

Conversations at Home  

Appropriate Ways to Handle Conflict  

When Conflict Does Occur  

Handling conflict needs to 

be a topic of conversation at 

home. If your household has 

siblings it is a great time to 

practice the right way to 

handle conflict by role play-

ing different scenarios. Most 

students know the right way 

to respond to conflict, but 

they lose sight of right and 

wrong when they are in the 

“Reacting is emotional. 

Responding is emotional 

intelligence.” 
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parties. It will only work 
if everyone makes a 
compromise to resolve 
the issue. Compromising 
benefits relationships, 
promotes stronger 
relationships, is effi-
cient during a school 
setting, and can lower 
the tension.  

Empathy is the ability to un-

derstand and share the feel-

ings of others. Middle school 

students lack the maturity to 

master this skill, but it is 

never too early to start. Of-

tentimes when we work with 

students and conflict we will 

ask them, “Well, how do you 

think that made your class-

mate/teacher feel?” Or, 

“How would you feel/react if 

someone did that to you?” 

When a student can see the 

conflict from another per-

spective it drives decision-

making for the future. A lot of 

times students never even 

think of it that way and when 

they do they are shocked and 

it becomes a very eye-

opening moment. Adopt 

some of these questions and 

lead discussions with your 

child at home when conflict 

arises. Teaching empathy is 

essential for students and 

crucial for humanity.  

feel; that their point is never 

valid or understood. The big-

gest way to handle conflict 

with adolescents is to listen 

first. Listening does not 

mean agreeing. It just allows 

for a student’s voice to be 

Students often feel misunder-

stood in the midst of conflict, 

which in turn significantly 

increases the tension of a 

conflict. Most conversations 

with students about conflict 

surround  how unheard they 

heard and validated, which 

in reality is all students real-

ly want. They want to feel 

like their voice is valuable 

and that the adults in their 

lives are truly trying to un-

derstand their side.  

Teaching Compromise  

Misunderstood  

Students have to be willing to 
compromise in the midst of con-
flict. Within the heart of a conflict 
nobody is all right or all wrong. 
Therefore, every participant has 
the ability to self-reflect and de-
cide on what they could have done 
differently and what they will do 
differently next time when they 
are presented a conflict. The im-
portant thing to remember about 
compromise is that it involves all 
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Questions? 
 

Please reach out if you have any questions or 
would like more information about the support we 

offer here at Dan River Middle School to ensure 
success for all students. 

 

Dan River Middle School- 434-822-6027 

Frannie Uitto- frances.uitto@pcs.k12.va.us 

 

Did you know deep down your child actually likes bound-

aries and limits? Ask any child who their favorite teach-

er is and they always say the one that is the most 

strict and holds them accountable. Students find safety 

in knowing what to expect. Set rules for electronic us-

age and stick to it. Have rewards and consequences in 

place when the guidelines are not followed. It encourages 

students to be considerate of others, teaches respect, 

and allows them to realize they can’t always get what 

they want.  

Middle School Parenting Tip #5 
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